EARTH HOUR
FUNDRAISING CASE STUDIES
2014 - 2016

INTRODUCTION
As Earth Hour has grown from a single city event in 2007 to a global movement and the WWF network’s biggest mass
engagement platform today, we have seen a number of teams harness the power of the crowd to create tangible change.
With their campaigns now being anchored within concrete conservation goals, countries have been able use Earth Hour to
garner public support for different climate and conservation projects through diverse channels, including fundraising- a
relatively new yet growing focus.
Each year, we are seeing an increasing number of teams looking at Earth Hour as an avenue for direct or indirect
fundraising, adding a new element of mobilization to the movement’s broader appeal and success. Since 2014, teams have
raised more than USD 2 million through Earth Hour campaigns, of which more than USD 710,000 was collected in 2016
alone, and in the past three years, the number of countries has grown almost threefold*.
As more teams look to building their expertise in this area, we hope this document will provide useful guidelines and best
practices to achieve their objectives. From digital fundraising to event-based activities and face-to-face fundraising, WWF
teams around the network are eagerly innovating and adding new dimensions of individual fundraising to their traditional
Earth Hour campaigns and as you continue your efforts or hope to introduce a similar evolution in your market, do consult
this document for creative ideas for execution, promotion and collaboration.
*according to information received from teams as of 1 May 2016.

2016

2016 Fundraising Overview
Total funds raised for Earth Hour:

Over US$713 738
Total number of WWF Offices who
fundraised with Earth Hour:

21
Austria
China
Hong Kong
Indonesia
Japan
Korea

Malaysia
Pakistan
Philippines
Russia
Singapore
Spain

Turkey
UAE
UK
Latin American
Regional Campaign
(6 countries)

WWF - CHINA
DETAILS:
WWF-China organized a Panda Sculpture exhibition to
celebrate WWF China 35th anniversary as well as part of the
2016 Earth Hour event. The exhibition was launched on 19
March in Shenzhen city, and will travel to three other cities
within 2016. Through the exhibition and sale of Earth Hour
package, WWF China successfully raised RMB 1.824 million.
The total donation amount exceeds the original donation target
of RMB 1.5 million.
RESULTS:
US$280 412

WWF - SPAIN
DETAILS:
WWF-Spain ran fundraising activities for one
month in the lead up to Earth Hour 2016,
targeting both corporates and the public during
events. Methods of engagement ranged from
digital, email deployment and face-to-face to
reactive fundraising. A total of 140 corporates
donated to WWF-Spain, which collected a total
amount of 130 000€ from both corporates and
individuals, making it WWF-Spain’s best year
for fundraising with Earth Hour.
RESULTS:
US$146 114

WWF - JAPAN

DETAILS:
WWF-Japan focused on securing corporate sponsorships
during Earth Hour 2016. Through providing a platform for
companies to showcase their products at their Earth Hour
event, WWF-Japan was able to fundraise successfully. Over
US$200 000 was collected from eight companies, which
allowed Earth Hour 2016 activities to run smoothly.
RESULTS:
US$100 620

WWF - JAPAN

“

Through working with media partner “J-WAVE(radio)”
we were able to secure media coverage of
advertisement spots and live performances at the event
venue. By providing a platform for companies to
showcase their products at our Earth Hour event venue,
we were able to secure donations and cooperating
funds for Earth Hour 2016. For example, Kirin
Company, Limited was given PR for their products on
the event venue and was given the “Certificate of Green
Power” for operating the event using renewable energy.
-

WWF Japan’s Fundraising Team

”

WWF - MALAYSIA
DETAILS:
WWF-Malaysia raised funds through the
Night Walk held in Penang and Petaling
Jaya. Night Walk packs were sold at RM 65
each. Total proceeds reached RM 195 000
with around 3,000 people participating in the
Night Walk. A corporate sponsorship
provided a further RM 40 000. Apart from the
Night Walk, RM 25 000 was raised through
youth outreach efforts in 12 educational
institutions.
RESULTS:
US$67 199

WWF - UK
DETAILS:
WWF-UK pushed fundraising through emails, loyalty
communications, social media, and the Earth Hour UK
website.
Soft mentions began in January, with a greater push
starting in February and another ask on 20 March. Product
purchases and direct donations further contributed to
fundraising efforts.
Overall, it was a great increase compared to the previous
year, but better integration with overall strategy and an
earlier push would have generated even better results.
Beyond this, WWF-UK emailed adopters/ members and
included a donation ask around Earth Hour and climate
change.
RESULTS:
US$65 759

WWF - PAKISTAN
DETAILS:
WWF-Pakistan engaged corporate donors for around two
months leading up to Earth Hour 2016. The target was to raise
PKR 3 500 000, which was superseded by the final amount of
PKR 3 800 000.

RESULTS:
US$38 000

WWF - RUSSIA
DETAILS:
WWF-Russia ran a “Save Forests” initiative as part of
their Earth Hour 2016 campaign. Donations could be
made via their Earth Hour 2016 website and SMS. The
online donation ran from 15 February to 28 March. A total
of RUB 528 100 was collected. The funds will be used
determine forests areas that need protection by arranging
expeditions and engaging biology, ecology and forestry
experts. An agreement will then be negotiated with
logging companies to preserve certain forest areas. A
total of 1 673 025 trees are expected to be preserved,
surpassing the target of saving 1 000 000 trees.
A similar corporate fundraising campaign was also
organised, and RUB 1 850 000 was collected from this.
RESULTS:
US$35 938

WWF - RUSSIA

“

One of the main ideas of launching our Earth Hour Website
was to to generate leads and achieve our KPI for
fundraising. Aside from the website, fundraising was also
carried out via sms and emails.
After creating “7 steps on how to reduce your footprint”, we
partnered with businesses to support one of the steps
connected to its field. For example, Unilever – Shopping
and Coca-Cola – Recycling. Each brand received its own
page on the website that shared a sustainable story.
Corporate partners were also mentioned in all press
releases and media stories.
-

WWF Russia’’s Fundraising Team

”

WWF - PHILIPPINES
DETAILS:
WWF-Philippines ran fundraising activities for around two months to
cover the costs of its Earth Hour 2016 campaign. Corporate fundraising
was conducted through a licensing deal with a local slippers company
and sponsorship requests. It also partnered with one of the leading
local banks to run a one-month ATM microdonation campaign, where
people were encouraged to donate 5PhP when using ATM machines.
More than 40 000 people donated through this initiative. In total,
fundraising efforts raised US$34 300, surpassing the target of US$30
300, which was considered a success given the short fundraising
period. Fundraising targets for Earth Hour 2016 were kept lower than
the year before to keep the campaign low-carbon and to direct funds to
onground work that WWF-Philippines runs year-round.
RESULTS:
US$34 300

WWF - SINGAPORE
DETAILS:
WWF-Singapore
organized
the
Plant-a-Tree
fundraiser as part of its Earth Hour 2016 campaign.
859 mangroves will be planted using the funds in an
area slightly bigger than 2 hectares. Peer-to-peer
fundraising, where one person donated to plant a tree
and encouraged friends to donate to form a forest
cluster, helped to raise SG$9,906 and start 192
forests. Another SG$17 598 was collected from direct
fundraising.

RESULTS:
US$20 433

WWF - TURKEY
DETAILS:
WWF-Turkey approached corporates for
fundraising in Earth Hour 2016, in a bid to
cover the costs of the campaign. It engaged
companies via phone, mail and physical
meetings for 20 days, and successfully
secured 2 sponsors and 5 ambassadors.
Overall funds received surpassed TL 30 000,
which which successfully met the target for
Turkey's Earth Hour campaign.

RESULTS:
US$10 525

WWF - KOREA
DETAILS:
WWF-Korea ran their fundraising initiatives from 3 to 19 March. For the month of March, the target was to
recruit 420 new “monthly donors”, who will decide on a sum of money to be automatically donated each
month via face-to-face fundraising, and 170 new “monthly donors” on the digital front.
During the 17 days, 416 new “monthly donors” were recruited via face-to-face fundraising, exceeding the
month target. Of the 416 new donors, 47 signed up on the day of Earth Hour itself. The average donation
amount was KRW 20,380 per month for face-to-face, and KRW 11,917 for digital.
57 new “monthly donors” were recruited online, representing a 33.5% achievement of the initial target. Of
the 57 new donors, 15 signed up on the day of Earth Hour itself. There were also 9 single donations
collected. During this period, advertisements were showcased via Google Display Network Display Ads
and YouTube Ads. The average donation amount was KRW 11917 per month.
Internal post-Earth Hour reviews questioned the effectiveness of
Display Ads, while other digital initiatives, such as use of social media,
and a joint effort between WWF-Korea and Vonvon.me to create a
quiz promoting Earth Hour 2016, were thought to have helped to
boost the donation figures.
RESULTS: US$7 850

EWS - WWF (U.A.E)
DETAILS:
EWS-WWF secured a partnership with merchandise print service
Inkmash, which printed and sold T-shirts, caps and other products
using design created by EWS-WWF. A portion of the profits was
donated back to EWS-WWF. This initiative ran for 18 days, from 25
February to 13 March. AED 6,074 was collected by EWS-WWF. A
large portion of the sales came from bulk orders. A longer sales
period, greater reach to potential buyers and a sponsor that could
potentially reduce costs of the merchandise could have promoted
greater returns.
RESULTS:
US$1 654

WWF - INDONESIA
DETAILS:
WWF-Indonesia supported Earth Hour communities in Batu
and Surabaya cities through fundraising for their mangrove
and tree planting activities. It also promoted the MyBabyTree
program using Earth Hour 2016 with the tagline “Shine a Light
on Forest”. This program allows people to plant trees virtually
through a website. While the fundraising targets were not met,
the activities in Batu and Surabaya were run successfully.
Fundraising platforms included websites and local
crowdfunding events, as well as via social media channels
(Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and Line) and email
deployments. 75 donations were collected during a one-month
period, with the average amount donated being IDR 237 000.
RESULTS:
US$323

WWF - LATIN AMERICA REGION
DETAILS:
WWF teams across nine countries in Latin America -Colombia, Chile, Peru, Brazil, Argentina, Mexico, Bolivia,
Ecuador and Paraguay -- used Earth Hour to run a massive
crowdsourcing campaign where individuals voted for climate
issues they wanted to address in their respective countries. A
key objective of the campaign was to generate leads to
convert into potential donors across the region. Contact
details were later used for telemarketing that commenced
mid-May.
RESULTS:
Brazil - 40 new Monthly Donors
Peru - 20 new Monthly Donors

WWF - LATIN AMERICA REGION

“

Through Earth hour, the number of active fundraising
countries in Latin America increased from two to six
countries. While Colombia and Mexico were not structurally
ready to roll out their telemarketing campaigns, the
campaign kick-started their fundraising programmes and
activities. Colombia is currently engaging in digital
fundraising actively, having just launched their first digital
advocacy campaign with change.org, and Mexico following
similarly.
Overall, the Earth Hour Regional LAC campaign was a
success in building the regional fundraising momentum.

-

LAC Regional Fundraising Team

”

WWF - AUSTRIA

WWF - HONG KONG

DETAILS:
WWF-Austria used Earth Hour 2016 as a
platform to expand their fundraising contact list.
A sweepstake was organized and 35 prizes were
given out. About 1,500 of the 7,815 participants
subscribed to the WWF-Austria newsletter.
Some participants also opted in to the
fundraising contact list, and will be contacted in
the future by WWF-Austria for donations.

DETAILS:
WWF-Hong
Kong
conducted
both
face-to-face public fundraising and corporate
fundraising for Earth Hour 2016. A donation
link was also provided on the Earth Hour
2016 website. The fundraising initiatives were
run from mid-February to late March.

HISTORICAL DATA OF FUNDRAISING
USING EARTH HOUR
2014 - 2015

2015

WWF - HONG KONG
EVENT:
Run For Change - 6km Lights Out Run along Kowloon
Waterfront, 8:45pm
FUNDRAISING:
Corporate sponsors, pro bono support and individual
fundraising
RESULTS: USD$332,051
1 lead sponsor and 15 associate sponsors contributed
US$317,307.
On top of these sponsorships, there were 3 partnerships
that contributed US$13,538 and revenue of US$1,282
generated from talks.

WWF - CHINA
CAMPAIGN:
24 Hours’ Countdown for 24 Renewable
Energy Cases, aimed to show the good
examples of RE application in different
scenarios to inspire general public.
The theme, SWITCH OFF, BLUE ON, strived
to link the problems of local air pollution and
global climate change with their ultimate
solution—Renewable Energy.

FUNDRAISING:
Corporate sponsors, regular giving and
climate savers programme

WWF - BRAZIL
EVENT: MAJOR MUSIC CONCERT
The Federal government provided tax
exemption for donors, so as to promote more
support for social and cultural initiatives, of
which the EH concert fell in-line. Substantial
funding was also received from large
corporate sponsors.
RESULTS:
AmBev - R$300 mil
Grupo Malwee - R$300 mil
Banco Do Brasil - R$50 mil
TAM Airlines - R$60 mil
TOTAL:
USD$236 000

WWF - COLOMBIA
EARTH HOUR CAMPAIGN: Earth Hour Digital Marathon
(https://www.youtube.com/user/WWFCol)
RESULTS: Secured funds from corporate and government to
for campaign implementation.
CROWDFUNDING AIM: USD$20,000 for a crowdfunding
project titled “Let Sea Turtles Off the Hook”.
PROJECT: Offering 100 fishing families access to
turtle-friendly fishing equipment and training, in order to
save sea turtles from being hooked and to improve the
livelihoods of local fishermen.
EXECUTION: Brought the project onto the streets by engaging
local restaurants to raise awareness and funds amongst
customers, asking for a donation upon paying the bill.
RESULTS: USD$225, 877
- USD$216, 346 for campaign implementation
(Corporate and Government)
- Crowdfunding and individual donations for turtle
hooks and marathon: USD$9, 531

WWF - AUSTRALIA
PRODUCT/ENGAGEMENT: Earth Hour ‘Planet to Plate’
cookbook featuring 52 recipes from top celebrity chefs and
real-life stories from Australian farmers, information on how global
warming is already affecting produce we enjoy in our everyday
lives including fresh vegetables, cereals, bread and fruit. Led to
year round engagement, workshops and ongoing campaigns with
farmers.
http://www.farmerletter.org/
CROWDFUNDING: 1. Send farmers to Parliament House 2. Earth
Hour documentary exploring the links of climate change and food.
SPONSORSHIP: 3 year financial partnership with Bendigo
Bank, funds about 1/6th of campaign
EMAIL DATEBASE: Donation ask and monthly giving to support
Earth Hour
RESULTS: USD$90,000 plus corporate sponsorship
- Cookbook $47,000 (still in sales period)
- Crowdfunding $14,000
- eDM and year long regular givers $29,000
- 3 x Sponsors: cover approx 30% of campaign

WWF - MALAYSIA
CAMPAIGN: Fundraise for conservation through the
sale of Earth Hour 2015 Night Walk packs to
individuals and corporations. These were promoted
via digital channels and pro bono media to individuals.
In addition, bulk walk pack purchase for staff/
customers was pitched directly to corporations.
FUNDRAISING: Corporate sponsorship, sale of night
walk packs
RESULTS: USD $71, 196
- Penang: Walk pack sales $18, 573
Donations from corporations $18, 057
- Selangor: Walk pack sales $23, 216
Donations from corporations $10, 318
Sales of Earth Hour T-shirts and stickers to City
Councils for their ground events: $1032

WWF - SOUTH KOREA
CAMPAIGN GOALS:
1. Raise awareness of the WWF-Korea brand link with Earth Hour through, a
public social media campaign in February and March 2015.
2. Position WWF-Korea as leading stakeholder on climate change related
issues by working with Seoul and Busan Metropolitan governments to run
local events, supported by WWF-Korea
3. Raise 50,000 USD through corporate sponsorship.
4. Build WWF-Korea social media following to 10,000 supporters through the
online campaign in February and March 2015.
DIGITAL ACTIVATION:
Blue Sky App (inspired by WWF-China, 2014)
Key Message: 100% Renewable Energy for Korea
WWF-Official Position: Replace coal with renewable, locally sourced energy
FUNDRAISING: Sponsors joined a small community of sponsors, but got
lead speonorship of a certain component of Earth Hour, where they would
get stronger recognition and could promote through their own channels.
RESULTS: USD$47,000

WWF - INDONESIA
CROWDFUNDING:
1. ‘SOS Sebangau’
2. ‘Help the Elephants’
LOCAL SPONSORSHIP: WWF Indonesia used Earth
Hour as a community platform, and let cities pitch
directly
to
sponsors
for
community
events.
WWF-Indonesia offered no national sponsorships to
corporates this year.
FACE-TO-FACE: EH message delivered through F2F
(inspired by WWF-Singapore). Unfortunately issues with
third party F2F company led to last minute fundraising
issues, however once this resolved, a F2F model may
be adopted again for 2016 in place of Corporate
Sponsorships.
RESULTS: USD$12,000

WWF - SINGAPORE

CROWDFUNDING: ‘Be the Eye of the Tiger’, on the
Earth Hour platform to support tiger protection and
conservation
efforts
in
Sumatra
by
funding
satellite-enabled camera traps to counter threats like
poaching.
DIGITAL: A specially created “Climate Change Trail”
featured an innovative ‘Tap-to-Donate’ electronic
donation booth for WWF-Singapore’s work on climate
and other environmental issues. Members of the public
could easily tap their EZ link (bus/train) cards at the
electronic booth to donate $1 as support for WWF’s
environmental efforts.
FACE-TO-FACE: Key message and collateral for F2F
across Feb-March to encourage sign ups
RESULTS: Due to passing of Founding Father LKY,
WWF-Singapore event, promotion and attendance
scaled down considerably out of respect for official
mourning period.

WWF - PACIFIC (FIJI)
CAMPAIGN:
Secure funding through Earth Hour to meet the
needs for water at Mali Island, Macuata in the
Northern part of Fiji, including installing water
tanks. Corporates were empowered to organize
their own fundraising drive and proceeds from this
went towards the Earth Hour project.
In addition Earth Hour Candle light dinners were
also hosted.
FUNDRAISING:
Target USD$4,600
RESULTS: USD$7,500

2014

WWF - COLOMBIA (2013)
CAMPAIGN: hashtag #UnaHoraPara (#OneHourFor). Approached
corporate partners - including Coca-Cola, Grupo Exito, ISAGEN and
Syngenta - for sponsorship of the campaign.
EXECUTION: For every 10 people that interacted with
#UnaHoraPara online, sponsors paid for the planting of 1 tree to help
reforest a conservation priority area of the country. A massive 20.7
million users were reached through the use of the#UnaHoraPara
hash-tag, with 86,519 people directly interacting on social media. 5
days before Earth Hour, the topic #UnaHoraPara first trended on
Twitter. It again appeared in Colombia’s top trending tweets on the
night of Earth Hour.
Given the campaign exceeded all expectations; the companies
agreed to fund the planting of 30,000 trees across six strategic areas
of the country instead of 15,000 trees.
RESULTS:
USD$150,000
Covered 30,000 trees to be planted and some of the core
communication costs, which was used to hire a company to execute
the digital campaign.

WWF - RUSSIA
CROWDFUNDING:
15,000 people joined forces for their crowdsourcing
campaign to support WWF-Russia’s projects for 5 key
species in the country, including the critically
endangered Amur Leopard.
These contacts were used for email marketing to
convert non-financial supporters to WWF-Russia
donors. The project had approx 2600 mentions of
WWF in the context of Earth Hour in Russian media.
RESULTS: USD$106, 000
Out of this $106,000, $62,000 was raised through
corporate donations (8 corporate donors) and
$44,000 was raised through individual donations.

WWF - UGANDA

PROJECT: In partnership with the National Forestry Authority,
WWF-Uganda launched a tree planting project to restore Navugulu
Forest (renamed “Earth Hour Forest”) in Bboza village, Mpigi District.
The forest was degraded by encroachers but is now being rescued
and trees replanted.
AIM: USD$20,000 to plant trees of indigenous species to cover an
entire hill near the Mpigi District Headquarters.
PARTNERSHIPS: Standard Chartered Bank Uganda committed up
to USD$20,000 to plant trees in the Earth Hour Forest extending
over a 3 year period.
Barefoot Power and Small Solutions (solar companies) contributed
40 free single light solar systems for fan giveaways.
Serena Hotel Kampala provided the free venue for the event of the
29th March, staff to run Earth Hour, Lights Off and planting over
6,000 trees in the Earth Hour Forest.
RESULTS: $USD20,000. The project success has led to
securing a secondary forest site for Earth Hour in 2015 with a
continued partnership with Standard Chartered Bank, Uganda.

UAE
In the lead up to Earth Hour 2014, EWS-WWF launched a local
call to action encouraging corporations and individuals to Get
Enlightened and “Make the Switch to energy efficient lighting.
The Earth Hour team designed a new Earth Hour Pack for
EH2014 that included all the information to #MakeTheSwitch
and participate in Earth Hour. It was used as a great way to
engage with employees, customers, and communities to show
genuine commitment to help build a sustainable future and
pioneer positive environmental change.

Contents of the Earth Hour pack:
● An Earth Hour T-shirt
● A CFL energy efficient light bulb
● A card kit with information about how
to switch to energy efficient lighting
● A reusable cloth bag to wrap
everything up!

As part of Earth Hour UAE 2014, the community rallied around
the ‘selfie’ phenomenon by posting photos of themselves with
energy efficient bulbs on social media. Taking a ‘selfie’ was a
fun and impactful way to ensure residents could support the
cause, spread awareness and do more than switch off for just
one hour.
RESULTS: USD$84,489

WWF - INDIA

Nokia and WWF India joined hands to launch WWF Renewables Market,
an official app for Earth Hour to promote the use of renewable energy.
WWF India also developed another app called Pro-Earth. Pro-Earth helps
you conserve energy by telling you when there is more than enough light
around you, so you can switch off unnecessary lights. It also prevents you
from overcharging your phone by alerting you when your phone battery is
100% charged.
Times Music & WWF India released Sounds of Harmony, a special music
compilation for Earth Hour by noted Indian artists. Part of the proceeds
from song sales of the Earth Hour compile went to WWF for their Earth
Hour initiatives.
A crowdfunding initiative was also run on both Earth Hour Blue and WWF
India’s own platform. A retail partnership with Woodland that encouraged
customers to donate any amount of their choice was also carried out.
RESULTS: USD$22, 199
- EH Blue: $1, 000
- India Online Platform: $4, 533
- Woodland Retail Partnership: $16, 666

WWF - INDIA
WWF Indonesia used the popular app LINE (naver) for the second time
to encourage people to donate via paid stickers / emoticons.
Following the previous success of its orangutan series, which had more
than 500,000 downloads in three months, WWF-Indonesia and LINE
launched a new series of stickers with a tiger character, Tiggy Tiger,
expressing various attitudes of green lifestyle.
LINE also donated IDR x100 for every free sticker sent by a LINE user
to WWF conservation work in Indonesia. It not only raised funds, but
also awareness for green lifestyle and the conservation efforts
conducted by WWF-Indonesia, particularly the conservation of
Sumatran Tiger.
All revenue generated by Tiggy Tiger paid stickers were donated by
LINE for WWF conservation & community work in 3 countries
(Indonesia, Malaysia and Singapore).

